Abstract-The unprecedented growth of novel applications and tsunami of connected devices in the existing networks have forced the service operators to find novel solutions to fulfil the Quality of Service for end users. Network slicing has emerged as a promising solution to fulfil these stringent requirements. However, static network slicing do not scale well for heterogeneous requirements imposed by the services. In this paper, we design a novel approach based on multiple-choice knapsack problem that maximizes the utilization of these network slices. Simulation results reveal that our proposed solution can achieve low latency and high throughput compared to the static network slice approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of novel network services in existing networks is emerging at a very rapid pace to support novel industrial verticals such as smart factories, virtual reality and etc. Moreover, these services pose heterogeneous requirements based on their operations opposed to traditional wireless services such as voice and data. Thus, service providers are bound to fulfill these stringent requirements with their limited resources. However, there exists a big challenge pertaining to limited spectrum and computation resources available in the network such as macro base station, an edge server, a core network, etc. To solve this problem, the concept of Network Slicing is introduced in 5G networks [1] .
Network Slicing, used on 5G services, is a physical network that is logically separated into end-to-end networks including network devices, access, and core networks. This allows the network slices to provide a dedicated network for various services with different characteristics. Moreover, each slice is insulated from each other, so that even if an error or a failure occurs in a specific slice, the communication of the other slice is not affected with any failure [2] .
Network Slicing in the networks can be enabled via Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined Networking (SDN). However, before emergence of NFV and SDN, there was a concept of Network Virtualization (NV). It was an overlay or tunnel. However, instead of physically connecting two domains in the networks, two domains were connected by creating a tunnel through the existing network. NV is easier for an administrator who manages and controls it [3] .
As more advances in NV, NFV is a technology applied to wired and wireless network equipment, technology to implement hardware-centered network function with software. It is also critical technology to comprise Network Slice with Software Defined Network which is a software-based controller that controls or manages traffic forwarding operation in the network for flexible use [3] .
Moreover, the Network Slices can be categorized into two types: Vertical and Horizontal types. First, the Vertical type, usually used by Industrial area, means that one slice can include different network component. However, the Horizontal type, usually used on user or machine area, means that there are different types of slices to meet each of specific purposes. Additionally, the goal of network slicing is to make network flexible and enhance utilization of network resources. Moreover, it is the virtualization of network resources, which enable operators to assign the physical resources in a flexible way to use the available resources more efficiently. As depicted in Fig.1 , the model is a standard figure of Network Slice in a case of vertical type. The system has Control Plane, User Plane, and Server for each services [2] . The system has one Control Plane to control all User Plane which has each of Server Gateway, Public data network (PDN) Gateway, and Edge Server. As enhanced Mobile Broadband, Massive IoT, and Mission-critical IoT appear, the slicing model can be utilized to make an efficient usage of resources in 5G which does not need to set more frequency bandwidth.
In this paper, we propose a way to maximize the number of network slice in limited network resources. When a macro cell already allocated its network slices to some services, there are still many services waiting a connection with its network. Thus, the macro cell divides its network slice more to be allocated by a number of services. While there are many papers which consider Network Slice Allocation system, they focused on the Core Network which is not easy to improve because of a cost. Therefore, we focus on Network Slice system of the base station at this point.
Our proposal is based on the idea that the amount of network resources provide a proper resource for service providers which have different requirements of network resources. However, there is a limitation that the more devices are, the more network resources should set. Then, 5G network reduces its benefits such as flexibility, more efficiency, high frequency, more capacity, etc. Thus, we pack the services' items with weights and values to be suitable to given network resources. Moreover, to solve the problem, we consider a vertical sector in the slice environment which is composed of a macro base station, an edge server, a backhaul, and a core network. In addition, we apply the multiple choice knapsack problem to make an optimal packing system on our scenario.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. In section II, we review a state of the art allocation of the Network Slice and introduce the Multiple-Choice Knapsack problem. Section III elaborates our system model about how to pack given services' resources to fixed weighted network resources. After explanation of the system model, we will describe the results of our proposal in Section IV. Finally, summary and future way of our work is given in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
While, from the current technology's point of view, Network Slicing is a theoretical step, many researches are looking forward to make a commercial product of the Network Slice for 5G systems.
An efficient approach for slice allocation based on services has been proposed in [7] . The proposed system consider a way to modify the Core Network. To adjust the Core Network, they set the Slice Selection Function (SSF) on the base station, which acts to sort out raw data from User Equipment Type before going to Mobility Management Entity (MME), Serving Gateway (SGW), and PDN Gateway (PGW) which are components of the Core Network. Then, through the SSF, given services are assigned a slice with the appropriate requirements. However, in such models, it only considers the Core Network, which are generally controlled by the network companies [7] .
Similarly, the work in [6] proposed a Slice selection as an aspect of Internet of Things (IoT) services to reduce unexpected congestion of 5G network. It set up the 5G massive IoT Slice to control IoT traffics in IoT Gateways before uploading to IoT Broker. Also, the proposed model forms the IoT Broker and 5G Network Slice Management to communicate and orchestrate IoT traffic and network slicing operations.
Furthermore, in [8] , the authors proposed a resource allocation model for network slices in 5g network. In this paper, authors considered multiple network slices are made by the SDN and NFV system with a distributed algorithm to solve the Slice Provider's Problem to increase the net welfare and the profit of slice customers. However, the above papers are focused on the Core network only and have ignored the access networks. Solutions presented for core networks cannot be applied to access networks due to different dynamic of access networks.
Moreover, as depicted on Fig.2 , the static way of network slice does not consider requirements of each services to allocate the slice from low latency and high throughput points of view. Therefore, we address the problem of maximizing the slice allocation in the access network, i.e., a macro cell. To propose the model, we expect to improve the flexibility and latency.
The knapsack problem is a problem in combinatorial optimizations. A concept of the knapsack problem is an algorithm that efficiently packs a given a set of items with weight and value into a knapsack with a fixed weight that can hold items [4] .
In this paper, we applied the Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem, defined as a 0/1 Knapsack Problem which is used when we do not divide a set of items to more small units with NP-hard and can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time by dynamic programming. It need to choose an item from each 'n' groups. The amount of each selected item is measured by a real number between 0 and 1. Fig. 2 depicts the traditional approach for slice allocation. In this approach, the services are fulfilled without considering their priory, i.e., each services is scheduled based on its order of arrival. Thus, some delay-constrained services may need to wait to get processed such a camera sensor in an autonomous car, or a gas sensor in a smart home, etc. Moreover, if the Macro cell can support a number of services, but other services keep sending signals to use the cell's network slice, then in this case, the cell would take few services. Because, the cell already took services in the order of arrival requests. Therefore, we propose a new approach in which delay-tolerant services can also be handled by the network.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
As shown in Fig.3 , in the system model, a base station in a macro cell has an important role to divide many slices to take heterogeneous services. At this time, we consider that a base station can reuse its network slice more efficient way to get many services. Thus, we use one of the combinatorial optimization, Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem. Because when a base station consider many requirements of each services, it may lead to more low latency and high throughput.
In contrast to Fig.2 model, we consider multiple requirements for each service such as storage capacity, CPU power, and bandwidth. By considering different requirements, we have an option to decide efficiently in respect to which service to process at the Macro cell based on current resource availability at the macro cell. Thus, among remaining network slices, more priority and efficient services may be processed at the macro cell. To decide in such way, we apply the Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem to calculate multiple requirements of each service. Also, by using Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem, the cell may allocate its remaining network slice more efficiently than before, because the cell is aware of its remaining slices and also aware of the quality of service requirement for various services such as Internet of Things, autonomous car, virtual reality, etc. Also, Fig.4 show a specific system model how to operate the proposed model in the macro cell. According to the equation (1) and (2), we can set an algorithm of our system model. First, we can divide three classes of service features: Storage, CPU power, and Bandwidth. Each of features have the same number of services.
Then, we calculate a feature's weight and decide whether the service can be processed into the macro cell or not. If a service can use Network Slice, then will get number one to multiplex with the feature's weight. However, if a feature's weight is quite huge, so total capacity of macro cell's base station does not accept its requirement, then a binary function will be zero to exclude the service from the macro cell. However, the most important function from the proposal is to maximize profits of each services with a feature's weights. Because, we should put services which have more profits with proper feature weights to the macro cell. When a service have a large profit but its weights are too large to decrease efficiency and reduce the allocation number of network slice, we should not choose the service to pack into the macro cell. This means that more profits do not always have a top priority among all services. To be more specific, the macro cell was already used by many services. However, the case is that the macro cell should take other services on its network slice. In this situation, we can consider to set more macro cells near an area of services. However, to set the more cell, is not an economical solution for the network providers. Thus, we propose an efficient way to maximize the reusability of network slices with minimum cost in limited network. From the proposed model, we expect that efficient slice allocation may reduce more latency on the Macro cell.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the system model, we use dataset from Udacity Open Sourcing [6] and Data Science Central [7] . From Udacity Open Sourcing dataset, we can apply 223GB driving data. Also, from Data Science Central, we can test the evaluation with IoT Sensor dataset. In addition, we use MATLAB 2018-a version to make a configuration of network slices in 5g network, especially Macro cell.
We investigated two types of results: Throughput (Bytes) and Latency between the proposed way to allocate Network Slice and the static way to allocate Network Slice. First, from the throughput result point of view, we can decide that our proposed model consider heterogeneous services to pack into the Network Slice which was already using. Second, in a perspective view of Latency result, it shows about high performance rate except considering a performance of the service which was already in the Slice. Low latency means that the model can be applied on the 5G network area with various services: massive-Internet of Things, mission-critical Internet of Things, and enhanced Mobile Broad Band. Figure 5 shows the Throughput between the proposed model and original model. In this case, our proposed model has a higher throughput than the original. This is because our proposed model can handle heterogeneous requirements set by the service. The proposed algorithm can utilize the network slices efficiently and accommodate more services compared to the traditional approach. However, the gap of throughput is not large, because we consider only Macro cell. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6 . Our system model has lower latency in the same circumstance, because, we considered CPU power, Storage, and Bandwidth to pack the services into the Macro cell. Thus, when each services want to access the Macro cell, the cell may decide with the three requirements of the services and its available amount of network slices. In addition, in this case, the cell checks a profit and weights of each services. Then, by using the Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem, the cell calculate the combination of a service's profit and weight. Thus, if the cell has available network slices and also the service offers profits, then, the cell accept the service into its network slice. However, original one has high latency, because, in this case, the macro cell and services both do not consider their network requirements and available slices. Also, the cell does not cater for profit of each services.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we address the problem of efficient utilization of network slices. We considered using the solution of Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem to pack more services into the network slice. We considered the parameters of CPU power, Storage, and Bandwidth of each services in our model. We achieved high performance in terms of lower latency and higher throughput compared to the traditional static approach. In future, we intend to extend our proposal for femto cell and other small cells. Moreover, we intend to apply a deep learning algorithm to further improve the network slicing utilization. By using a deep learning, we can learn the repeated behavior on a process of slice allocation. With the repeated behavior, the model can recognize which services should be served. Thus, the model can allocate network slices by itself and assign slices to services with more flexibility.
